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EPICH Annual general Meeting 

Wednesday July 15, 2021, 6.30pm, The Hadwin Lounge, Hurworth Grange 

Chair’s Report 2020 - 2021    

The constraints of COVID have continued into this year: this AGM is the first “in person” meeting 

since the last AGM in September 2020.  However, despite the varying levels of imposed restrictions/ 

lockdowns, along with rather inclement weather conditions, EPICH volunteers have achieved an 

amazing amount of work, in key locations throughout the village, detailed below.  

Highlights include the development of the Lychgate wildlife area; a new management plan for the 

Heritage Orchard which includes the opportunity to establish a new wildflower sward; thousands 

more spring bulbs planted; more wildflowers in the Grange woodland; Coach Lane clearing and trial 

introduction of wildflowers, and a successful application for grant funds from Tees Valley Nature 

Partnership for interpretation panels.  The website also got an overhaul. 

Considerable thanks are due to EPICH volunteer Jaime Westwood for her time and expertise on 

this interpretation panel project, which has included a timely refresh of our “tree” logo. 

Special mention too for Ken Pattison’s significant achievement in getting 32 swift boxes installed 

into the All Saints’ belfry.   

In the apiary, the long cold and wet winter extending well into spring disappointingly meant only a 

small spring honey harvest, and revealed the wooden hives to perform less well in terms of colony 

protection than the poly hives.   

Thanks are due to local firm Urban Eden for the donation of time, expertise and machinery both in 

Lychgate Orchard and in the Heritage Orchard. 

Finally, enormous thanks to Judith and Lynn for their support and time. 

Looking forward: some of our plans for 2021 22 

We hope to have a social event for residents around Lychgate Orchard to mark the unveiling of the 

interpretation panel this summer.  Work will then get under way to design the panel for the Heritage 

Orchard.   

We expect to have a presence at The Country Fair in September, and try to attract more people to 

get involved with EPICH. 

In the autumn, we will initiate a project proposed by Lynn to produce our own wildflower plugs. 

Spring bulb planting will have its regular place in our autumn schedule, on The Green (Bay Horse 

side), by the Primary School, round the new Pear Tree in Lychgate and elsewhere. 

Continuing with the new management regime in The Heritage Orchard, there will be a cut and 

remove of grass after the yellow rattle has set seed, followed by any planting we can fund.  Around 

this time we should be able to install the new Interpretation Panel and invite TVNP reps to come 

along and take a look.  

In 2022 we will have the opportunity to do some of the things prevented this year and last by the 

virus - Community RSPB garden birdwatch at The Grange, National Nestbox week, Hedgehog 

Awareness Week activities, Hurworth Wild Hundred, etc. and I am sure members will come up with 

other ideas too. 

We will of course continue to support and influence HPC open spaces plans and policies, 

particularly around hedges and verges. 

Pat Simpson, Chair 2020-21 
July 2021  
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The year in detail 

October to December 2020 

• At Lychgate Orchard work began in earnest to establish it as a wildlife area.  Urban Eden 

prepared the ground for a grass path, which was sown, and volunteers planted woodland 

natives along its edges.   

• In the bird feeding station a second squirrel-proof feeder was added, following the success of 

the first one.     

• Around 2000 spring bulbs were planted on the grass area by the entrance to the primary 

school.  This attracted a good number of residents to join in the planting. 

• Wildflower meadow.  The difficult decision made at the last AGM was acted on, and the area 

was mown down and abandoned.  Various proposals for a replacement were put forward. 

• Coach Lane.  A task force cleared the verge of litter and some of the major weeds, to positive 

public feedback.  It was left ready for sowing with wildflower seed in spring. 

• Interpretation Panels (TVNP grant).  The grant was received in November, and Jaime started 

work on the first panel, for Lychgate Orchard,  

• Contact made with Darlington Youth Offending Service who agreed to make bird boxes for the 

Nest box Giveaway. 

• From the apiary, honey sales brought in £256 

 

January to March 2021 

• YoS did not get nest boxes made in time, and Covid restrictions meant there was no supply of 

nest-boxes via DOVES from “Darlington Cares” for this year’s National Nest Box Week 

giveaway, as they had not been able to hold workshops to make them.  Instead, we used our 

Facebook page to publish information about nest boxes and a link to the relevant website. 

• Coach lane task force re-convened to sow wildflower seeds and plants, with mixed results, 

given the dry spell immediately following the sowing.   

• Lychgate Orchard.  Bulbs in the green were added (bluebells, snowdrops and muscari).  Some 

of the chainlink fence in front of the old stone wall at the back of Church View had been peeled 

back giving access to the wall by youngsters, causing a nuisance.  The decision was taken to 

plant prickly natives to dissuade them getting to the wall.  A further nuisance was the persistent 

fly tipping of garden and kitchen waste over the fence from Church View.  Signage, reminding 

people that the area was being developed as a wildlife area and giving details of the garden 

waste bin scheme, was prepared with the permission of the Parish Council and applied to the 

fence, with a positive outcome.  Thanks are due to Urban Eden for its donation of time and 

expertise to this project which is now in the maintenance phase, all establishment works having 

been completed. 

• A seed swap facility was put in place at The Grange. 

• At the apiary the long winter led to the loss of a colony and poorer performance generally of 

colonies in the wooden hives.  Investment in three replacement poly hives will be considered 

ahead of next winter.  Hopefully, a good honey harvest in August, plus income from the sale of 

the wooden hives, will offset some of the cost. 

• Application made to Banks (via the County Durham Community Foundation) to fund a 

“Hurworth Wild Hundred” project, combining large scale wildflower planting at The Grange with 

individual minipond or mini meadow projects undertaken by individual households, with the aim 
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of having 100 in total.  The application was ultimately unsuccessful on the 

grounds that Banks were not active in the area, despite their involvement in the Miller Homes 

development. 

• Unnecessary and over-zealous pruning was carried out in the Heritage Orchard without the 

involvement of EPICH.  This led to the preparation of a new management plan for the area by 

EPICH, prepared with the input of the National Trust gardener at Nunnington Hall and Rievaulx 

Terrace, who maintains Nunnington’s heritage orchards, and EPICH’s own fruit tree expert Brian 

Gable.  A key feature of this plan is the introduction of wildflowers to the grass within the 

orchard, and a related shift to an annual mow.  This plan was put forward to HPC for adoption.   

• HPC agreed an additional grant to EPICH of £500 for improved biodiversity at The Grange. 

 

April to June 2021 

• In the Heritage Orchard seasonal training of the trained fruit – two apricots, vine, and step-over 

apples – was carried out expertly by Brian.  Following the adoption of the new management plan 

for the orchard, a close mow was donated by Urban Eden and followed by planting of 600 yellow 

rattle plants (funded from the additional HPC grant) to weaken the grass in readiness for the 

introduction of wildflowers in 2022.  Following the decision to abandon the original wildflower 

meadow (between the model railway track), the Cowslips were transplanted from the former 

wildflower meadow to the fringes of the orchard. 

• In the Apiary the cold wet May prevented much foraging by the bees so feeding of fondant 

continued, and winter covers stayed on.  The lack of a honey harvest will impact income. The 

APHA (DeFRA) Bee Inspector called in June and gave the apiary a clean bill of health; this is 

the first inspection of the EPICH apiary at Clervaux for four years.   

• At Lychgate Orchard more bulbs were added “in the green”, and the grass path mowed by 

Urban Eden.  The grass has evidently established well.  

• Nest boxes were received from Darlington Youth Offenders’ Programme.  While too late for use 

this year, one will be deployed in Lychgate, where one tree is still without a box, and the rest 

held over for next year’s National Nest Box Week. 

• At The Grange 150 woodland edge wildflower plugs (funded from the additional HPC grant) 

were planted along the northern path.  Snowdrops, donated by a local resident, were planted in 

the wooded area by the drive, along with hellebores and other plants donated by EPICH 

volunteers.  

• A Pop-up plant stall at the opening morning of “The Coffee Pot” at The Grange raised £142. 

• EPICH member Ken Pattison instigated a project at All Saints Church to install swift boxes in 

the tower, securing all the necessary parochial permissions and via EPICH securing the funding 

for the materials from HPC.  There are potential homes for 32 swifts now in the belfry, complete 

with a mating call played twice daily.  Next year, when the swifts arrive, hopefully they will 

choose this des res to set up home. 


